We examine the selection of jurors' names from multiple source lists, using statistical and optimization methodology. Five plans for sampling at random from overlapping lists of names are analyzed for their probabilistic and cost properties. In each plan the probability of a name being selected is independent of which and how many lists it appears on. We consider the optimal ordering of the frames to minimize cost and develop a heuristic for solving this problem. Although the methods are discussed in terms of juror selection, the results apply to sampling from overlapping frames in any context. For instance, if lists of equipment are kept according to possible uses, with versatile equipment listed many times, the methods of this paper can be used to draw a random sample of equipment to check for. readiness.
It is the policy of the United States that all litigants in Federal Courts entitled to trial by jury shall have the right to grand and petit juries selected at random from a fair cross-section of. the community (Section 1861).
and Each United States district court shall devise and place into operation a written plan for random selection of grand and petit juries that shall ... specify whether the names of prospective jurors shall be selected from the voter registration list or the lists of actual voters.... The plan shall prescribe some other source or sources of names in addition to voter lists when necessary to foster the policy and protect the rights secured by sections 1861 and 1862 of this title (Section 1863).
The law clearly provides for the use of supplemental lists when the voter registration roll is not representative of a fair cross-section of the community. However, the law does not specify how unrepresentative the voter list must be before supplemental lists are required, nor does it mention what lists should be used as supplements. The common implementation of this law is to use only the voter registration roll. One dis- 207 advantage of using only the voter registration list for selecting jurors is that some citizens do not register in order to avoid jury duty. [13] In 1970 the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws drafted the Uniform Jury Selection and Service Act, which has since been adopted by Colorado, Idaho, and North Dakota. The act provides in Section 5:
The jury commissioner for each [ The Uniform Act then goes on in Section 6 to specify a particular method for obtaining a random sample from the master list to comprise a "master jury,vheel." It should be noticed that this act requires the use of supplemental lists and all states adopting this act will require methods of finding random samples from multiple name sources with overlaps.
The purpose of this paper is to present sampling methods that ,vill allow jury commissioners to use multiple overlapping lists and to produce a random sample from those lists. The probability that any individual on at least one list is selected should be independent of on how many and what lists the individual appears. Although the methods are discussed in terms of juror selection, the results apply to sampling from overlapping lists in any context. For instance, if lists of equipment are kept according to possible uses, with versatile equipment listed many times, the methods of this paper can be used to draw a random sample of equipment to check for readiness.
FORMULATION OF THE SAMPLING PLANS
We assume that a population of potential jurors is composed of L distinct individuals. Each individual is listed on at least one and possibly as many as k different but overlapping frames. Regardless of any overlaps among the frames, we seek an equal probability sample of size n, which is defined to be any sample in ,vhich each individual has a probability of n/L of selection. We prefer a simple random element sample, defined as any sample in which each subset of d names has a probability (~) / (~)
Statistical problems associated with multiple frame sampling have been discussed by several authors; however, their aims have been different. Kish, reference 7, pp. 394-395, outlines the problem of overlapping frames and describes the checking procedure used in this paper. Other work in this area has been centered on the estimation of the overlaps in the list, for example, Hartley, [5, 6] Cochran, [1J Goodman, [4] Deming and Glasser, [21 and Sirken and Levy.[llJ We concentrate on the cost of obtaining random samples from multiple frames and its minimization.
Given that we can find several plans that yield equal probability samples or, simple random element samples, then the cost of a sampling plan will be one of the major considerations in choosing among plans. This cost arises primarily from the searching of a frame to determine if a certain name is present or absent from that frame. We assume a cost Ci, i= 1" . " k, to verify if any particular name is on frame i. The cost of selecting at random a single name from any frame is positive but negligible compared to Ci, the searching cost. Plans 2, 3, and 4 are variations of a two-stage sampling scheme with blanks similar to that described by Kish, reference 7, p. 394. Plan 5 is a variation of a scheme suggested by Hartley (private communication), modified to reduce the cost of the plan. We assume that any name is mentioned on each list at most once, although our plans and analysis can be easily extended to the case where duplicates may appear on some or all lists.
Plan 1
The k frames are merged into a single master frame with one entry for each of the L individuals. A simple random element sample of size 11 is then chosen.
This plan is attractive when the sampling proportion n/L is large, which is seldom the case. For jury selection in Allegheny County in Pennsylvania, for example, L is about 1.5 million, and n is roughly 30,000, leading to a sampling proportion of 2 percent. Where n/L is small the effort to compile a single master frame is largely wasted, and plan 1 is very costly relative to plans 2, 3, 4,and 5. Additionally, the component lists become obsolete at different times, and each obsolescence may require recompilation of the master list.
Let ni be the total number of individuals on frame i, and let li be the number of good names on frame i. We note ll=nl, ll+ ... Select a frame at random where frame i is selected with probability nilN, i = 1, "', k. Select a name at random from the frame and apply the checking procedure below. Repeat the process until a sample of size n is generated. Plans 2, 3, and 4 use the following checking routine. The frames are ordered, 1, 2, "', k. Suppose a name is drawn from frame i. Frames i-I, i -2, .. " 1 are checked sequentially at costs Ci-l, Ci-2, ... , Cl for the presence or absence of this name. If the name is present on any of the frames checked: the name is discarded as a 'blank' for that draw, and the name is flagged on list i as a blank. If the name is absent from i-I, .. " 1, the name .is 'good' and is included in the sample of n names. All names selected from frame 1 are automatically 'good' names. Only those from frame 2, .. " k are subjected to checking. This checking procedure depends on the order of the lists, which is held fixed. This checking procedure ensures that each individual is a good name on exactly one frame and a blank on all other frames.
Administratively it might be convenient to implement plan 2 by choosing some group of size n' at random from all N names, and applying the checking procedure. This revision \vould have the same expected cost as plan 2, provided it yielded a number of good names not greater than the number sought.
Plan 3
Names are selected at random from frame i and are checked until nlilL good names have been chosen. The procedure is carried out for all k frames and yields exactly n good names.
Plan 4
Choose a number p, O<p<l. Names are selected at random from unflagged names on frame i until pni different names have been checked. This is repeated for each frame. Plan 4 results in a random number of good names whose distribution depends on the parameter p. The plan must be fully carried out and may yield extra names.
Plan 5
A name is chosen at random from the remaining entries on all frames. The remaining k -1 frames are searched for the presence of the chosen name.
Suppose the name appears on a total of f frames (1~f~k). An auxiliary randomization is performed. With probability I/f the name is good and is included in the sample. All f entries are flagged and cannot be chosen again. With probability (f-1) /f the name is a blank and is not included. In this case f -1 of the entries are flagged and cannot be reselected. The remaining entry is given a special code. If this entry is subsequently chosen, it is included in the sample with probability 1 \vithout any searching.
RANDOMNESS OF THE PLANS
Plans 1,2, and 5 afford a simple random element sample of size n from the population with each subset of j names having a probability of (;) / (~) of being selected for j = 1, · .. ,n. This is obvious for plan 1. For plans 2 and 5 \ve divide the total number of trials needed into n 'good' trials and the rest 'blank' trials. Focus on a particular good name on list i (plan 2) or good name (plan 5). Let E t be the event that this name is not selected on the tth good trial \vith t = 1, .. " n; Eo is the sure event; and E = nt:f E t, the event that the individual is not in the sample. peE)
For plans 2 and 5 peE tlEo, E1,
jL independent of the name and frames on which it is listed. Consider any subset of n good names and order them 1, .. " n. The probability that these names are selected in the re- 
that can be chosen to complete the sample of size n. Thus there are .
n-J ways to have the subset of size j be a part of the chosen n, and this gives a probability of (~=D / (~)=(;) / (~) of selection for all subsets of size j. This proves plans 2 and 5 yield a simple random element sample. Plan 3 yields a probability sample of size n with each individual having a probability of n j L of selection; however, all subsets of size j (2~j~n) are not equally likely. Plan 3 can only provide samples \vhere each frame has at least one representative; thus samples \vith at least one frame missing are impossible.
Plan 4 yields a random sample size. Since exactly pnl names come from frame 1, it cannot bea simple random element sample. It is, however, easily shown that each name has a probability p of selection; thus it does give a probability sample. Both plans 3 and 4 must be fully carried out to obtain a probability sample.
COST OF THE SAMPLING PLANS
In order to evaluate the cost of each of the plans, we introduce some notation. We partition frame i into i groups of names. To compute E(R i ) we note that each of the li good names on frame i has a n/L probability of ultimate selection. Thus E (Ri) = nlilLand E(To)=(nIL) L~:;liLJ:~Cj.
To compute Tn we let Sii be the number of names selected from G(i,j).
To compute E( Sij) we note that there is a total of L good names, of which n \vill be chosen, and mii names from group j of frame i, each of which is equally likely to be selected. The probability that a particular one of the mij is picked before the nth good name is nl(L+l). Thus E(Si;) =nmiil (L+I), and by substitution we find 
E(T) =E(To)+E(TB
The expression L:~:~+l (li+ L:~:~=} m ij) gives the total number of distinct names on frames l+ 1, l+ 2, ... , k, and we symbolize this quantity by n(U~+l). Thus L=n(U)~+l. We have 
It is clear that

PIon 3
We again divide the total cost T into T G and T B. Here T G is a constant given by "'" i=k ( l I ) '"i-
Let D i be the total cost arising from picking blanks on frame i, and Sij be the number of names picked from G( i, j), j = 1, .. " i-I; i= 2, ..
The exact distribution of Sij can be calculated from simple combinatorial arguments; however, we .merely find E(Sij). Let sij=I1+·· ·+Imij , where I m= {I if the mth name in G( i, j) is chosen, ootherwise,
E(Im) =nlijL(li+l) and E(Sij) =nlimijIL(li+l). We have
This quantity can be shown to be strictly less than the corresponding expected cost for plan 2. 
E(T) =E(TB)+E(T o )
= (niL) L~:~clL~:~+l L~:~:} [lil(li+l)]limij/(li+l)
( I )~k -l~i=k l + n L .L"l=1 C1.L"i=l+1 i ( I )~k -l ",i=k [/( )](~j=i-l ) = n L .L" 1=1 Cl.L"i=l+1 li li+ 1 li+ .L"j=i-l m ij
+(nIL) L~:~clL~:~+I(lil(li+l).
We introduce a simple upper and lo,ver bound for E (T) as follows: let Again as in plan 2 the expression L~:~cln(U~+I) is the important part of the expected cost.
Plan 4
This plan is not easy to compare directly with plans 2, 3, and 5, since it yields a random number of good names. One way to compare them is to use plan 4 ,vith a sufficiently small p so that pL <n. The rest of the Thus the relevant quantity to compute is the ratio of the two marginal expectations. It is easy to compute the two marginal expectations. A total of pni names is selected from frame i. Consider a name in G( i, j) j = 1, . · " i.
The probability this name is chosen is p. The cost of checking this name is Ci-1 +· .. +Ci_ j with Co=O. We have E(number of good names chosen from frame i) = pli and E( cost from names in frame i) = L~:i pmijL~:{Ci-l'
Thus E(total number of good names selected) = L~:~pli=pL and
. Then E (total cost for plan 4) IE (good names from plan 4) = L~:~cln(U~+l)/L.
Plan 5
It is difficult to calculate exactly the expected cost for plan 5; however, we can sho,v that this cost is larger than the cost associated with plan 2 provided the lists are ordered with Ck~Ci i= 1, 2, · · ., k-1. To simplify the calculation we let n= L, that is, we require that every name be selected. The expected cost per name for plan 2 is independent of n, and the expected cost per name for plan 5 is a decreasing function of n. In the case of Ci=Ci=C l~i,j~k, for n=l the expected cost per name for plan 5 is c(k-l)N/L and decreases to c(k-1) with n=L.
In the unequal-cost case we consider each distinct name. Suppose a name appears on lists ii, i2, • •• , i j with 1~j~k. For plan 5 every frame must be searched except for the frame from which the name is chosen. Thus the expected cost to select this name is L:~:~Ci-j-l L:~:{ CilL :~:~Ci, if Ck~Ci i=l, ... , k-1. For plan 2 the cost to select this name will depend upon whether this name is selected on any of frames i 2 , i 3 , ••• , i j before all L good names have been selected. With probability L/(L+ 1) the name on it, l=2, .. . ,j will have been encountered and a cost of Cil_l+ Cil_l+1+· · . +Cil-l charged. Thus the expected cost from plan 2 for this
Ch, sOWIng t at plan 2 always gives a smaller expected cost than plan 5 if Ck~Ci, i=l, ... , k-1. In fact, in most examples with n small, plan 5 will yield a cost that is large compared to plan 2 because of the necessity for large amounts of checking.
SELECTION OF A SAMPLING PLAN
Based on cost alone, plans 2, 3, 4, and 5 are far superior to plan 1, the creation of a. master file. Furthermore, plan 3 gives the lowest cost per name and plans 4 and/or 5 the highest. There are two other important considerations. First, plans 2 and 5 allow greater flexibility than plans 3 and 4. They both provide quick methods to pick a very small number of names, and they can be terminated before the sample size of n is achieved without altering the randomness of the current sample. This is not true of plans 3 and 4, \vhich must be fully carried out to provide the required random sample. Second, plan 3 requires nli/L good names to be selected from frame i. In the jury selection problem, as in many other applications, li is unknown and would have to be estimated for i = 2, ... , k using, for example, the methods of Hartley [5 t 6] or Cochran. [1] A preliminary sampling experiment \vould have to be undertaken to estimate l2, ... , Ik. Not only is such a procedure costly, but the sampling plans no longer provide random samples. If the ti are not exactly correct, then some names will have higher probability of selection than others. Plans 2, 4, and 5 require only the n/s and L for implementation.
As a result, plan 2 seems best if the l/s are not kno\vn, and plan 3 seems Selection from en-Simple random ele-2 Costly tire list and ranment sample domization based on number of lists best if they are known. Generally, the l/s are not known. Table I summarizes the attributes of each plan.
ORDERING OF FRAMES
The cost per good name for methods 2, 3, and 4 is approximately fs(L)
The cost per name for methods 1 and 5 is substantially larger, and these plans do not change in cost when the frames are reordered. Thus we choose the quantity in brackets above to minimize by choice of ordering of the frames.
We use the notation ni+j to denote the number of individuals on frame i or frame j or both and niT to denote the number of individuals on frame i but not on frame j. We let C( iI, i2, .. " ik ) = L:~=~Cizn( U~~+l).
The case k=2 is simple since C(1,2)-C(2,1)=n2cl-nlc2. Thus the optimal order is (1, 2) if and only if cilnl~c21n2.
We consider the case k = 3 in detail to gain some insight into the nature of the ordering problem. We have C(il, i 2, ia)=niaCi2+ni2+i3Cil. Suppose that the order (1, 2, 3) minimizes C. Then the effect of switching the order of frames 2 and 1 is O~C (2,1,3)-C(1,2,3 These two results indicate that the problem of ordering frames does not have a simple structure. In particular, there is no function ¢( i,}) of two frames alone such that if ¢( i, j) >0, then it is optimal to order frame i ahead of frame j (see Smith [12] for problems that do have this property) .
Minimization by direct enumeration of all the possibilities is possible, of course, for small values of k, say up to 8. Beyond that range ,ve can provide only heuristic approaches that might yield a good but not necessarily optimal ordering. We hope that other researchers \vill be able to provide improved algorithms.
The heuristic algorithm has two parts, finding a good starting order and then making switches in adjacent frames when it decreases the cost. We present the switching algorithm first.
Suppose the first u(0~u~k-2) frames and the last k-u-2 frames are fixed. Two frames remain, call them i and j, to be inserted into locations u+1 and u+2. We wish to find a criterion that will decide between (i,j) or (j, i). Let H be the set of names on the last k-u-2 frames that must be checked against frame u+2; that is, H consists of the names on exactly one of the last k-u-2 frames. If u=k-2, then H is empty. Let nH be the number of elements in H, nHi be the number of elements in H or frame i, and nHs be the number of elements in H not in frame i. Now the difference in costs from exchanging the positions of i and j is given by
. This shows that, given that all but two adjacent locations have been filled, (i, j) is optimal if and only if ci/niii~Cj/njii. In the particular case u=k-2, H is empty and niii=ni. Thus, given that the first k -2 frames have been specified, the k -1st should be the remaining frame with smallest Ci/ni. By comparing Ci/niii to Cj/njii, we can decide ,vhether any adjacent pairs should be switched.
We now offer a heuristic for obtaining a starting permutation. Let
where C is to be minimized over the Xj,l'S subject to the constraints: (i) Xj,z=O or 1, and (ii) LjXjl= Lz x J l=l.
The constraint set (i) and (ii) implies that the minimization of C is an assignment problem, in the literature of integer programming. However, the first term of C is quadratic, the second term cubic, etc. For quadratic assignment problems alone only heuristics are applicable in large problems (see Koopmans and Beckman, [10] Gilmore, [3] and Lawler[ll] ; hence the direct minimization of C here seems beyond present integer programming methods. Now C can be rewritten as C=Lh Xh.IChL~:t (1-IIh~j' Yij') +... so ji can be chosen to minimize CjL~:t (1-IIj~j' Yii'). The second term in the above sum is L12.h XhtlX12,2Cj.2L~:t(1-IIi'~h.12 Yi,j') so j2 can be chosen to minimize over j~jI, CjL~:t (1-IIj'~h,i2 Yi,i'); and generally jr can be chosen to achieve Minj~h, 12, "., jr-l {CjL~:t (1-IIj~h, 12, "'. jr Yij') }.
The resulting order is then (jI, j2, ... , jk). This will not be an optimal order in general,' but hopefully "rill be close to optimal. Then we can search the initial order (ji, j2, ... , jk) to see if any adjacent switches can be profitably made, using the results above. Another, simpler heuristic would be to order the lists according to cj/nj, smallest first.
All these methods, except the last, require detailed knowledge of the overlap structure of the list. Although this overlap might be estimated at first by sampling, the operation of any of the 5 plans would supply additional information, "\vhich should be properly recorded as the system is implemented.
CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS
This paper has provided jury commissioners with a number of methods for selecting jurors from multiple list sources and given an analysis of the cost and randomness characteristics of each. With the adoption of the Uniform Act by a number of states these results have practical significance. We wish to stress certain points this paper does not addr~ss. I t does not give advice on how to decide whether a given method of jury selection is adequate, nor does it provide guidance on how many and which lists to include in the multiple list system. The latter decision will have to take into account the legal mandate to consider as many citizens as possible, the legal mandate to achieve a cross·section of the community, and cost. Finally, we have not given practical advice on how to decide whether a given name is matched by another ,vhere different conventions about first names, addresses, and titles, as well as possible errors, cloud the issue.
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